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PLASTIC ART Af\ID PURE PLAS-rIC ART

(F'igu rative Art and l\Jon-Figu rative Art)

By Piet Mond rian

PART I
ALTHOCGH art is fundamentally everywhere and always the same, nevertheless
two main human inclinations, diametrically'opposed to each other, appear in
its many and varied expressions. One aims at the direct creation ifuniversal beauty,
the other at the aesthetic expression ofoneself, in other words, of that which one
thinks and experiences. The first aims at representing reality objectively, the
second subjectively. Thus we see in every work of figurative art the desire, ob
jectively to represent beauty, solely through form and colour, in mutually bal
anced relations, and, at the same time, an attempt to express that which these
forms, colours and relations arouse in us. This latter attempt must of necessity
result in an individual expression which veils the pure representation of beauty.
Nevertbeless, both the two opposing elements (universal-individual) are in
dispensable if the work is to arouse emotion. Art had to find the right solution.
In spite of the dual nature of the creative inclinations, figurative art has pro
duced a harmony through a certain co-ordination between objective and sub
jective expression. For the spectator, however, who demands a pure representa
tion of beauty, the individual expression is too predominant. For the artist the
search for a unified expression through the balance of two opposites has been,
and always will be, a continual struggle.

Throughout the history of culture, art has demonstrated that universal
beauty does not arise from the particular character of the form, but from the
dynamic rhythm of its inherent relationships, or-in a composition-from the
mutual relations of forms. Art has shown that it is a question of determining
the relations. It has revealed that the forms exist only for the creation of new
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-relationships: that forms create relations and that relations create forms . .In
this duality offorms and their relations neither takes precedence.

The only problem in art is to achieve a balance between the subjective and
the objective. But it is of the utmost importance that this problem should be
solved, in the realm of plastic art-technically, as it were-and not in the
realm of thought. The work of art must be 'produced', 'constructed'. One must
create as objective as possible a representation of forms and relations. Such
'work can never be empty because the opposition of its constructive elements
and its execution arouse emotion.

Ifsome have failed to take into account the inherent character of the form
and have forgotten that this-untransformed-predominates, others -have over
looked the fact that an individual expression does not become a universal ex
pression through figurative representation, which is based on our conception
of feeling, be it classical, romantic, religiou's, surrealist. Art has shown that
universal expression can only be created by a real equation of the universal and the
individual. '

Gradually art is purifying its plastic means and thus bringing out the re
lationships between them. Thus~ in our day two main tendencies appear: the
one maintains the figuration, the other eliminates it. While the former employs
more or less complicated and particular forms, the latter uses simple and
neutral forms, or, ultimately, the free line and the pure colour. It is evident
that the latter (non-figurative art) can more easily and -thoroughly free itself
from the domination of the subjective than can the figurative tendency; par
ticular forms and colours (figurative art) are more easily exploited than neutral
form.$. It is, however, necessary to point out, that the definitions 'figurative'
and 'non-figurative' are only approximate and relative. For every form, even
every line, represents a figure, no form is absolutely neutral. Clearly, every
thing must be relative, 'but, since we need words to make our concepts under
standable, we must keep to these terms.

Among the different forms we may consider those as being neutral which
have neither the complexity nor the particularities possessed by the natural
forms or abstract forms in generaL We may call those neutral which do not
evoke individual feelings or ideas. Geometrical forms being so profound an
abstraction of form may be regarded as neutral; and on account of their ten
sion and the purity oftheir outlines they may even be preferred to other neutral
forms.

If, as a conception, non~figurativeart has been created by the mutual inter
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action of the human duality, this art has been realized by the mutual interaction
of constructive ·elements and their inherent relations. This process consists in mutual
purification; purified constructive elements set up pure relationships, and these
in their turn demand pure constructive elements. Figurative art of today is the
outcome of figurative art of the past, and non-figurative art is the outcOIne of
the figurative art of today. Thus the unity ofart is maintained ..

If non-figurative art is born of figurative art, it is obvious that the two
factors of human duality have not only changed, but have also approached
one another towards a mutual balance; towards unity. One can rightly speak
of an evolution in plastic art. It is of the greatest importance to note this fact, for
it reveals the true way of art; the only path along which we can advance.
Moreover, the evolution of the plastic arts shows that the dualism which has
manifested itself in art is only relative and temporal. Both science and art are
discovering and making us aware of the fact that time is a process of intensification,
an evolution from the individual towards the universal, ofthe subjective to
wards the objective; towards the essence of things and ofourselves.

A careful observation of art since its origin shows that artistic expression
seen from the outside is not a process ofextending hut of intensifying one and the same
thing, universal beauty;' and that seen from the inside it is a growth. Extension
results in a continual repetition of nature; it is not human and art cannot
follow it. So many of these repetitions which parade as 'art' clearly cannot
arouse emotions.

Through intensification one creates successively on more profound planes;
extension remains always on the same plane. Intensification, be it noted, is
diametrically opposed to extension; they are at right angles to each other as
are length and depth. This fact shows clearly the temporal opposition of non
figurative and figurative art.

But if throughout its history art has meant a continuous and gradual change in
the expression of one and the same thing, the opposition of the two trends-in our
time so clear-cu t-is actually an unreal one. I t is illogical that the two prin
cipal tendencies in art, figurative and non-figurative (objective and subjective)
should be so hostile. Since art is in essence universal, its expression cannot rest on
a subjective view. Our human capacities do not allow of a perfectly objective
view, but that does not imply that the plastic expression of art is based on sub
jective conception. Our subjectivity realizes but does not create the work.

If the two human inclinations already mentioned are apparent in a work
of art, they have both collaborated in its realization, but it is evident that the
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.. work will clearly show which of the two has predominated. In general, o~'ing

to the complexity of forms and the vague expression of relations~ the two crea
tive inclinations will appear in the work in a confused manner. Although in
general there remains much confusion, today the two inclinations appear more
clearly defined as two tendencies:figurative and lLOl1-figurative art. So-called non-
figurative art orten also creates a particular representation; figurative art, on

. the other hand, often neutralizes its forms to a considerable extent. The fact
that art which is really non-figurative is rare does .not detract from its value;
evolution is always the work of pioneers, and their followers are always sma]~

in number. This following is not a clique; it is the result of all the existing social
forces; it is composed of all those who through innate or acquired capacity are
ready to represent the existing degree of human evolution. At a time when so
much attention is paid to the collective, to the 'mass" it is necessary to ·note
that evolution, ultimately, is never the expression ofthe mass. The mass remains
behind yet urges the pioneers to creation. For the pioneers, the social contact is
indispensable, but not in order that they may know that what they are doing is
necessary and useful, nor in order that lcollective approval may help them to
persevere and nourish them wi th living ideas', This contact is necessary only in
an indirect way; it acts especially as an obstacle \·",hieh increases their determi
nation. The pioneers create through their reaction to external stimuli. They are
guided not by the mass but by that which they see and feeL They discover con
sciously or unconsciously the fundamental laws hidden in reality, and aim at
realizing them.·ln this way they further human development. They know that
humanity is not served by making art comprehensible to everybody; to try this
is to attempt the impossible. One sen'es mankind by enlightening it. Those
who do not see will rebel, they \,'ill try to understand and \villend up by
lseeing'. In art the search for a content \\'hich is collectively understandable is
false; the content will always be individual. Religion, too, has been debased by
that search. .

Art is riot made for anybody and is) at the same time, for everybody. I t is
a mistake to try to go too fast. The complexity ·of art is due to the fact that
different degrees of its evolution are present at one and the same time. The
present carries with it the past and the future. But we need not try to foresee
the future; we need only take our place in the development of human culture,
a deve10pmentwhich has made non-figurative art supreme. It has ahvays been
only one struggle, of only one real art; to create universal beauty. This points
the way for both present and future. \\'e need only continue and develop what
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"already exists. The essential thing is that the fixed laws of the plastic arts must hI(
realized. These have sho\vn themselves clearly in "non-figurative art.

Today one is tired of the dogrnz.s of the past, and of truths once accepted
but successively jettisoned. One realizes more and more the relativity of every
thing, and therefore one tends to reject the idea of fixed laws; of a single truth.
This is veryunderstandahle but does not. lead to profound" vision. For there
are 'made' laws, 'discovered' laws, but also laws ~a truth for all time. These
are more or less hidden in the reality which surrounds us and do not change.
Not only s~ience, but art also, shpws us that reality, at first incomprehensible,
gradually"reveals itself, by the mutual relations that are inherent in things.

. Pure s<;ience and pure art, disinlerestedand free, can lead the advance in the
recognition of the laws which are based on these relationships. A great
scholar has reeen tly said that pure science achieves pnictic(il resul ts for
humanity. Similarly, one can say that pure art, even though it appear abstract,
can be of direct utility for fife,

Art shows us that "there are also constant truths concerning forms. Every
form, eyery line has its own expression. This objective expression can be modi
fied by our subjective view but it is no less true for that. Round is always round
and square is always square. Simple though these facts are they often appear
to be forgotten in art. ~fany iry to achieve one and" the same end by different
means. In plastic art this is im impossibility. In plastic art it is necessary to
choose cqnstructive means which are of one piece with th~t which one wants

. to express.
Art makes us realize that thereareJixed lau's u·hich govern and point to the use

oj the constructive elements of the composition and of the inherent inter-relationships be
tween them. These la"ws may be :regarded as subsidiary laws to the fundamental
law of equivalence which creates dynamic equilibrium and reveals the true content of
~~ "

PART II

We live in a .difficult but interesting epoch. After a secular culture, a
turning point has arrived; this shows itself in all the brancheS .of hum~n ",acti
vity. Limiting ourselves here to science and art, we notice that~just as in medi
tine some have discovered the natural laws relating to physical life, in: art some
have discovered the artistic laws relating to plastics. In spite of a.11 opposition,
these facts have become movements. But confusion still reigns in them. Through
science we are becoming more and more conscious of the fact that our physical
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state depends in great measure on what we eat, on the manner in which our
food is arranged and on the physical exercise which we take. Through art we
are becoming more and more conscious 'of the fact that the work depends in
large measure on the constructive elements which we use and on the construc
tion-which we create. \Ve will gradually realize that we have not hitherto paid
sufficient attention to constructive physical elements in their relation to the
human body, nor to the cc:mstructive plastic elements in their relation to art.

-That which we eat has deteriorated througha refinement of natural produce. 
To say this, appears to invoke a return to a primitive natural state and to be in
opposition to the exigencies of pure plastic art; which degenerates precisely
through figurative trappings. But a return to pure natural nourishment does
not mean a return to the state of primhive man; it means on the contrary t~at

cultured man obeys. the laws of nature discovered and applied by science.
Similarly in non-figurative art, to recognize arid apply natUI:allaws is not

evidence of a retrograde step; the pure abstract expression ofthese laws proves
that the exponent of non-figurative art associates himself with the most ad
vanced progress and the most- cultured minds, that he is an exponent of de
naturalized nature, ofcivilization.

In lif~, sometimes the spirit has been over-emphasized at the expense of
the body, sometimes one has been preoccupied with the body and neglected the
spirit; similarly in art content and form have alternately been over-emphasized
or neglected because their inseparable uni!J has not been c1earlyrealized.

To create this unity in art balance ofthe one alld the other must be created.
-It is an achievement of our time to have apprQached towards such balance

in a field in which disequilibrium still reigns.
Disequilibrium means conflict, disorder. Conflict is also a part of life and

of art, but it is not the whole of life or universal beauty. Real life is the mutual
interaction oj two oppositiolls of the same value but of a dijJerent aspect and nature. Its
plastic expression is universal beauty.

In spite of world disorder, instinct and intuition are carrying humanity to
a real equilibrium, but how much misery has been and is still being caused by
primitive animal instinct. How many errors have been and are being com
mitted through vague and confused int1,lition? Art certainly shows this deady.

-But art shows also that in the ~ourse of progress, intuition become~ more and
-more conscious and- instinct more and more purified. Art and life illuminate
each other more and more; they reveal more and more their laws -according to
which a real and living balance is created.
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, Intuition enlightens and so links up wit~ pure thought. They together be.:.
come an intelligence which is not simply of the brain, which does not calculate,
but which feels ,and thinks. vVhich is creative both in art and in life. From this
intelligence there must arise non-figurative art in which instinct no longer
plays a dominating part. Those who do not understand this intelligence regard
non-figurative art as a purely intellectual product.

Although all dogma, all preconceived ideas, must be harmful to art, the
artist can nevertheless be guided and helped in his intuitive researches by
reasoning apart from his work. Ifsuch reasoning can be useful to the artist and
can acceIera te his progress, it is indispensable that such reasoning should ac-

, company the observations of the critics who talk about art and who wish to
guide mankind. Such reasoning, however, cannot be individual, which it usual
ly is; it cannot arise out of a body of knowledge outside plastic art. Ifone is not
an artist oneselfone 'must at least 'know the laws and culture ofplastic art. If the
public is to be well informed and if mankind is to progress it is essential that
the confusion which is everywhere present should be removed. For enlighten
ment, a clear demonstration of the succession of artistic tendencies is necessary.
Hitherto, a ,study of the different styles of plastic art in their progressive suc
cession has been difficult since the expression of the essence of art has been
veiled. In our time, which is reproached for not having a style of its own, the
content ofart has become clear and the different tendencies reveal more clearly
the progressive succession of artistic expression. Non-figurative art brings to an
end the ancient culture of art; at present therefore, one can review andjudge
more surely the whole culture of art. We are not at the turning-point of this cul
ture; the culture of particular form is approaching its end. The culture of determined
relations has begun.

I t is not enough to explain the value of a work ofart in itself; it is above all
necessary to show the place which a work occupies on the scale ofthe evolution ofplastic
art. Thus in speaking of art) it is not permissible to say (this is how I see it' or
'this is my idea'. True art like true life takes a single road.

The laws which in the culture of art have become more and more deter
minate are the great hidden laws of nature which art establishes in its own fashion. It
is necessary to stress the fact that these laws are more or less hidden behind the
superficial aspect of nature. Abstract art is therefore opposed to a natural re
presentation of things. But it is not opposed to nature as is generally thought. It is
opposed to the raw primitive animal nature of man) but it is one with true
human nature. It is opposed to the conventional laws created during the cul-
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ture of the" particular form but it is one with the laws of the culture of pure
relationships. \

First and foremost there is the fundamental law of c[ynamu equilibrium
which is opposed to the static equilibrium necessitated by the particular form.

The important task then of all art is to destroy the static equilibrium by
establishing a dynamic one. Non-figurative art demands an attempt of what
is a consequence of this task, the destrUction of particular form and the construc
tion of a rhythm of mutual relations, of mutual forms or free lines. We must
bear -in mind, however, a distinction between" these two forms of equilibrium
in order to avoid confusion; for when we speak of equilibrium pure and simple
we may be for, and at the same time against, a balance in the work of art. It is
of the greatest importance to note the destructive-constructive quality of dyna
mic equilibrium. Then we shall understand that the equilibrium of which we
speak in non-figurative art is not without movement of action but is on the
contrary a continual movement. We then understand also the significance of
the name 'constructive art'.

The fundamental law of dynamic equi.1ibrium gives rise to a number of
other laws which relate to the constructive elements and their relations. These
laws determine the manner in which dynamic equilibrium is achieved. The
relations of position and those of dimension both have their own laws. Since the
relation of the rectangular position is constant, it will be applied whenever the
work demands the expression of stability; to destroy this stability there is a law
that relations of a changeable dimension-expression must be substituted. The
fact that all the relations of position except the rectangular one lack that
stability, also creates a law which we must take into account if something is to
be established in a determinate m"anner. Too often right and oblique angles
are arbitrarily employed. All art expresses the rectangular relationship even
though this may not be in a determinate manner; first by the height and width
of.the work and its constructive forms, then by the mutual re.1ations of these
forms. Through the clarity and simplicity of neutral forms, non-figurative art
has made the rectangular relation more and more determinate, until, finally,
it has established it through free lines which intersect and appear to form
rectangles. "

As regards the relations of dimension, they must be varied in order to
avoid repetition. Although, as compared with the stable expression of the rect
angular relationship, they belong to individual expression, it is precisely they
that are most appropriate for the destruction of the static equilibrium of all
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form. By offering him a freedom of choice the relations of dimension present the
artist with one of the most difficuLt problems. And the closer he approaches the ulti
mate conseq uehce of his art the more difficuJt is his task.

Since the constructive elements and their mutual relations form an in
separable unity, the laws of the relations govern equally the constructive ele
ments. These, however, have also their own laws. It is obvious that one cannot
achieve the same expression through different forms. But it is often forgotten
that varied forms or lines achieve-in form-altogether rjifferent degrees in. the evolu
tion ofplastic art. Beginning with natural forms and ending with the most ab
stract forms, their expression becomes more profound. Gradually form and line gain
in tension. For this reason the straight line is a stronger and more profound
expression than the curve.

I n pure plastic art the significance of different forms and lines is very im
portant; it is precisely this fact which makes it pure...

In order that art may be really abstract, in other words, that it should not
represent relations with the natural aspect of things, the law of the denaturaliz;a
tion ofmatter is of fundamental importance. In painting, the primary colour that
is as pure as possible realizes this abstraction of natural colour. But colour is,
in the present state of technique, also the best means for denaturalizing matter
in the realm of abstract constructions in three dimensions; technical means
are as a rule insufficient.

All art has achieved a certain measure of abstraction. This abstraction has
become more and more accentuated until in pure plastic art not only a trans

. formation of form but also ofmatter-be it through technical means or through
colour-a more or less neutral expression is attained.

According to our laws, it is a great mistake to believe that one is practising
non-figurative art by merely achieving neutral forms or free lines and deter
minate relations. For in composing these forms one runs the risk of a figurative
creation, that is to say one or more particular forms.

Non-figurative art is created by establishing a dynamic rhythm of determinate
mutual relations which excludes the formation ofarry particularform. We note thus, that
to destroy particular form is only to do more consistently what all art has done.

The dynamic rhythm which is essential in all art is also the essential ele
ment of a non-figurative work. In figurative art this rhythm is veiled.

Yet we all pay homage to clarity.
The fact that people generally prefer figurative art (which creates and

finds its continuation in abstract art) can be explained by the dominating
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force. of the individual indination in human nature. From this inclination arises
all the opposition to art which is purely abstract.

In this connection we note first the naturalistic conception and the descript
ive or literary orientation: both a real danger to purely abstract art. From a purely
plastic point ofview, until non-figurative art, artistic expression has been natur
alistic or descriptive. To have emotion aroused by pure plastic expression one

.must abstract from figuration and so become 'neutral'. But with the exception
of some artistic expressions (such as Byzantine art)* there has not been the
desire to employ neutral plastic means, which would have been much more
logical than to become neutral 'oneself in .contemplating a work of art. Let us .
note, however, that the spirit of the past was different from the spirit of our
own day, and that it is only tradition which has carried th~ past into our own
time. In past times when one lived in contact with nature and when man him
self was more natural than he is today, abstraction ftom figuration in thought
was easy; it was done unconsciously. But in our more or less denaturalized
period, such abstraction becomes an effort.

However that may be, the fact that figuration is a factor which is unduly
taken into account, and whose abstraction in the mind is only relative, proves
that today even great artists regard figuration as indispensable.. At the same
time these artists are already abstracting from figuration to a much greater
extent than has been done before. More and more, not only the uselessness of
figuration, but also obstacles which it creates, will become obvious. In this

. search for clarity, non-figurative art develops.
There is, however, one tendency which cannot forego figuration without

losing its descriptive character. That is surrealism. Since the predominance of
individual thought is opposed to pure plastics it is also opposed to non-figura
tive art. Born of a literary movement, its descriptive character demands figur- '
ation. However purified or deformed it may be, figuration veils pure plastics.
There are, it is true, surrealist works whose plastic expression is very strong and
of a kind that if the work is observed a t a distance, i.e. if the figura tive repre
sentation is abstracted from, arouse one's. emotions by form, colour and
their relations alone. But if the purpose was nothing but plastic expression, why
then use figurative representation? Clearly, there must have been the intention
to express something outside the realm of pure plastics. This of course is often
the case even in abstract art. There, too, there is sometimes added to the ab-

*As regards these works we must note that, Jacking a dynamic rhythm, they remain, in
spite of the profound expression o[[orms, more or Jess ornamental.
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stract forms something particular) even without the use of figuration; through
the colour or through the execution, a particular idea or sentiment is expressed.
There it is generally not the literary inclination but the naturalistic inclination
which has been at work. It must be obvious that if one evokes in the spectator
the sensation of, say, the sunlight or moonlight, ofjoy or sadness, or any other
determinate sensation, one has not succeeded in establishing universal beauty,
one is not purely abstract.

As for surrealism, we must recognize that it deepens feeling and thought,
but since this deepening is limited by individualism it cannot reach the founda
tion, the universal. So long as it remains in the realm ofdreams, which are only
a re-arrangement of the events of life, it cannot touch true reality. Through a
different composition of the ev{"nts of life, it may remove their ordinary course
but it cannot purify them. Even the intention of freeing life from its conven
tions and from everything which is harmful to the true life can be found in sur
realist literature. Non-figurative art is fully in agreement with this intention
but it achieves its purpose; it frees its plastic means and its art from all par
ticularity. The names, however) of these tendencies) are only indications of
their conceptions; it is the realization which matters. With the exception of
non-figurative art) there seems to have been a lack of realization of the fact that
it is possible to express oneself profoundly and humanely by plastics alone) that
is, by employing a neutral plastic means without the risk of falling into decora
tion or ornament. Yet all the world knows that even a single line can arouse
emotion. But although one sees-and this is the artist's fault-few non-figura
tive works which live by virtue of their dynamic rhythm and their execution,
figurative art is no better in this respect. In general, people have not realized
that one can express our very essence through neutral constructive elements;
that is to say we can express the essence of art. The essence of art of course is
not often sought. As a rule, individualist human nature is so predominant, that
the expression of the essence ofart through a rhythm of lines, colours and rela
tionships appears insufficient. Recently, even a great artist has declared that
'complete indifference to the subject leads to an incomplete form ofart'.

But everybody agrees that art is only a problem of plastics. What good
then is a subject? It is to be understood that one would need a subject to ex
pound something named 'Spiritual riches, human sentiments and thoughts'.
Obviously, all this is individual and needs particular forms. But at the
root of these sentiments and thoughts there is one thought and one sentiment:
these do not easily define themselves and have no need of analogous forms in
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which to express themselves. It is here that neutral plastic means are de
manded.

For pure art then, the subject can never be an additional value, it is the
line, the colour and their relations which must 'bring into play the whole sen
sual and intellectual register of the imler life' .. ; not the subject. Both in ab
stract art and in naturalistic art colour expresses itself 'in accordance with the
form by which it is determined', and -in all art jt is the artist's task to make
forms and colours living and capable of arousing emotion. Ifhe makes artinto
an 'algebraic equation' that is no argument against the art, it only proves that
-ge is not an artist.

If all art has demonstrated that to establish the force, tension and move
ment of the forms, and the intensity of the colours of reality, it is necessary that
these should be purified and transformed; if all art has purified and trans
formed and is still purifying and transforming these forms of reality and their
mutual relations; if all art is thus a continually deepening process: why then
stop halfway? If all art aims at expressing universal beauty, why establish an
individualist expression? Why then not continue the sublime work of the cub
ists? That would not be a continuation of the same tendency, but on the con
trary, a complete break-awayfrom it and all that has existed before it. Thatwould only
.be going along the same road that we have already travelled.

Since cubist art is still fundamentally naturalistic, the break which pure
plastic art has caused consists in becoming abstract instead of naturalistic in

.essence. While in cubism, from a naturalistic foundation, there sprang forcibly
the use of plastic means, still halfobject half abstract, the abstract basis of pure
plastic art must result in the use ofpurely abstract plastic means.

In removing completely from the work all objects, 'the world is not separ-
. ated from the spirit', but is on the contrary, put into a balanced opposition with the
spirit, since the one and the other are purified. This creates a perfect unity be
tween the two opposites. There are, however, many who imagine that they are
too fond oflife, partiCUlar reality, to be able to suppress figuration, and for that
reason they still use in their work the object or figurative fragments which indi
cate its character. Nevertheless, one is well aware of the fact that in art one
cannot hope to represent in the image things as they are, nor even as they
manifest themselves in all their living brilliance. The impressionists, division
ists, and pointillistes have already recognized that. There are some today who,
recognizing the weakness and limitation ofthe image, attempt to create a work
of art through the objects themselves, often by composing them in a more or
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less transformed manner. This clearly can not lead to an expression of
their content nor of their true character. One can more or less remove
.the conventional.appearance of things (surrealism), but they continue never
theless to show. their particular character and to arouse in us individual emo
tions. To love things in reality is to love them profoundly; it is to see them as a
microcosmos in the macrocosmos. Duty in this way call one achieve a universal ex
pression of reali!),. Precisely on account of its profound love for things, non
figurative art does not aim at rendering them in their particular appearance.

Precisely by its existence non-figurative art shows that 'art' continues always
on its true road. It shows that 'art' is not the expression ofthe appearance ojreality such
as we see it, 110r of the life l1..'hich u'e live, but that it is the expression of true reality and
true life . .. indefinable but realizable in plastics.

Thus we must carefully distinguish between two kinds of reality; one which
has an individual and one which has a universal appearance. In art the former
is the expression of space determined by particular things or forms, the latter
establishes expansion and limitation-the creative factors of space-through
neutraJ forms, free lines and pure colours. While universal reality arises from
determinate relations, particular reality shows only veiled relations. The latter
must obviously be confused in just that respect in which universal reality is
bound to be clear. The one is free, the other is tied to individual life, be it per
sonal or collective. Subjective reality and relatively objective reality: this is the
contrast. Pure abstract art aims at creating the latter, figurative art the former.

It is astonishing therefore, that one should reproach pure abstract art with
not being 'real', and that one should envisage it as 'arising from particular ideas'.

In spite of the existence of non-figurative art, one is talking about art to
day as if nothing determinate in relation to the new art existed. Many neglect
the real non-figurative art, and looking only at the fumbling attempts and at
the empty non-figurative works which today are appearing everywhere, ask
themselves whether the time has not arrived 'to integrate form and content' or
'to unify thought and form'. But one should not blame non-figurative art for
that which is only due to the ignorance pfits very content. If the form is with
.out content, without universal thought, it is the fault of the artist. Ignoring that
fact, one imagines that figuration, subject, particular form, could add to the
work that which the plastic itself is lacking. As regards the 'content' of the
work, we must note that our 'attitude with regard to things, our organized
individuality with its impulses, its actions, its reactions when in contact with
reality, the lights and shades of our spirit', etc., certainly do modify the non-
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figurative work, but they do not constitute its content. V\'e repeat, that its con
tent cannot be described, and that it is only through pure plastics and through
'the execution of the work that it can be made apparent. Through thisindeter-

, minable content, the non-figurative work is 'fully human'. Execution and tech
nique play. an important part in the aim of establishing a more or less objective
vision which the essence of the non-figurative work demands. The less obvious
the artist's hand is the more objective will the work be. This fact leads to a
preference for a more or less mechanical execution or to the employment of
materials produced by ind ustry. Hitherto, ofcourse, these materials have been
imperfect from the point of view of art. I f these materials and their colours
were more perfect and if a technique existed by which the artist could easily
cut them up in order to compose his work as he conceives it, ;;I.n art more real
and more objective in .relation to life than painting would arise. All these
reflections evoke questions which have already been asked many years ago,
mainly: is art still necessary and useful for humanity? Is it not even harmful to
progress? Certainly the art of the past is superfluous to the new spirit and harm
ful to its'progress:just because of its beauty it holds many people back from the
new conception. The new art is, however, still very necessary to life. In a clear
manner it establishes the laws according to which a: real balance is reached.
Moreover, it must create among us a profoundly human and rich beauty
realized not only by the best qualities of the new architecture, but also by all
that the constructive art in painting and sculpture makes possible.

But although the new art is necessary, the mass is conservative. Hence
these cinemas, these radios, these bad pictures which overwhelm the few works
which are really ofour era.

It is a great pity that those \",ho are concerned with the social life in gene
ral do not realize the utility of pure abstract art. Wrongly influenced by the
art of the past, the true essence or'which escapes them, and of which they only
see that which is superfluous, they make no effort to know pure abstract art.
Through another conception of the word 'abstract', they have a certain horror
of it. They are vehemently opposed (0 abstract art because they regard it as
something ideal and unreal. In general they use art as propaganda for coJIec
tive or personal ideas, thus as literature. They are both in favour of the pro
gress ofthe mass and against the progress of the elite, thus against the logical

, march of human evolution. Is it really to be believed that the evolution of the
mass and that of the elite are incompatible? The elite rises from the mass; is it
not therefore its highest expression?
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To return to the execution of the work of art, let us note that it must con
tribute to a revelation of the subjective and objective factors in mutual balance.
Guided by intuition, it is possible to attain this end. The execution is of the
greatest importance in the work of art; it is through this, in large part, that
intuition manifests itselfand creates the essence of the work.

I t is therefore a mistake to suppose that a non-figurative work comes out
of the unconscious, which is a collection of individual and pre-natal memories.
We repeat that it comes from pure intuition, which is at the basis of the sub
jective-objective dualism.

It is, however, wrong to think. that the non-.figurative artist finds impres
sions and emotions received from the outside useless, and regards it even as
necessary to fight against them. On the contrary, all that the non-figurative
artist receives from the outside is not only useful butiridispensable,because it 
arouses in him the desire to create that which he only vaguely feels and which
he could never represent in a true manner without the contact with visible realiDJ and with
the life which surrounds him. It is precisely from this visible reality that he draws
the objectivity which he needs in opposition to his personal subjectivity. It is
precisely from this visible reality that he draws his means of expression: and,
as regards the surrounding life, it is precisely this which has made his art non
figurative.

That which distinguishes him from the figurative artist is the fact that in
his creations he frees himself from individual sentiments and from particular
impressions which he receives from outside, and that he breaks loose from the
domination of the individual inclination within him.

It is therefore equally wrong to think that the non-figurative artist creates
through 'the pure intention of his mechanical process', that he makes 'calcu
lated abstractions', and that he wishes to 'suppress sentiment not only in him
self but also in the spectator'. It is a mistake to think that he retires completely
into his system. That which is regarded as a system is nothing but constant
obedience to the laws of pure plastics, to necessity, which art demands from
him. I t is thus clear that he has not become a mechanic, but that the progress
of science, of technique, of machinery, of life as a whole, has only made him
into a living machine, capable of realizing in a pure manner the essence ofart.
In this way, he is in his creation sufficiently neutral, that nothing of himselfor
outside of him can prevent him from establishing that which is universal. Cer
tainly his art is art fOf art's sake ... for the sake of the art which isfonn and con
tent at one and the same time.
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If all real art is 'the sum total of emotions aroused by pureJy pictorial
means' his art" is the sum of the emotions aroused by plastic means.

I t would be illogical to suppose that non-figurative art will remain sta
tionary, for this art contains a culture of the use of new plastic means and their
determinate relations. Because the field is new there is all the more to be done.
What is certain is that no escape is possible for the non-figurative artist; he
must stay within hisfieldand march towards.the consequence ofhis art.

This consequence brings us, in a future perhaps remote, towards the end
of art'as a thing separatedfrom our surrounding environment, which is the actual plastic
reality. But this end is at the same time a new beginning. Art will not only con
tinue but will realize itself more and more. By the unification of architecture,
sculpture and painting, a new plastic reality will be created. Painting and sculp-

.ture will not manifest themselves as separate objects, nor as 'mural art' which
destroys architecture itself, nor as 'applied' art, but being purelv constructive will
aid the creation of an atmosphere not merely utilitarian or rational but also
pure and complete in its beauty.

..
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